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How it started



When I was a student…

I bought a Ledato taskit embedded development board.

They emailed me, and gave out free tickets1 to Embedded World:

1https://www.ledato.de/shop_content.php?coID=15
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Embedded World 2012



Travel and expense

Embedded World is a 3 day event taking place in Nuremberg, Germany.

In 2012, it was from February 28 to March 1.

For one day, I took an early train to Nuremberg, and a late train back.

It cost about 40 Euros. Sparpreis ftw!
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Prior research

As a student, I learned a bit about operating systems.

One famous book is Modern Operating Systems by Andrew Tanenbaum.

It describes the design of the MINIX 3 operating system.

There was a MINIX booth2:

2https://blog.minix3.org/2012/01/10/minix‑3‑will‑be‑at‑embedded‑world‑2012/
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When I was there

So I met Andrew Tanenbaum!

He offeredme a branded MINIX CD with the mascot logo on it.

I declined, saying I had already burned onemyself. Stupid, heh!

A video from 2013:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlOsy0PZZyc
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What else I saw

Very overwhelmed, I forgot most of what I encountered.

But one thing stuck in mymind: Zefant (Zebra + Elefant)

They had their fancy mascot logo on pins. :)

https://simple‑solutions.de/zefant‑fpga‑module/
Informationen zu den Zefant FPGA‑Modulen folgen in Kürze.

I guess that didn’t stick though. Almost no trace is left.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170111214224/http://simple‑
solutions.de/shop/index.php?cPath=1

And I got some transistor samples from another booth.

https://simple-solutions.de/zefant-fpga-module/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170111214224/http://simple-solutions.de/shop/index.php?cPath=1
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Embedded World 2022



Preparation

I made a list of booths to visit and people to meet.



Lots of Pi Pico



Getting lost



RISC‑V International
Here I met Heinrich Schuchardt (Canonical) for a chat. :‑)



AMD embedded boards
I asked for manuals and documentation. Never heard back from them.



Firmware vendors
Guess who…

Hint: They are part of the problem in their sales pitch.
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Yes, AMI

Take the emergency exit!



Embedded World 2023



Preparation

I made a list of booths to visit and people to meet again.



Back again…what the…?

Themake Nvidia Jetson based AI IP cameras. Yuck.



I talked to some OEMs…

… they have no idea regarding security.

Recommendation: Only buy what you fully own and provision yourself.

Problem: Noone offers ownership. Nothing is auditable.
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Hey again, fancy gadget!

Note: Tektagon is a Zephyr dump with no active development3.
3https://github.com/opencomputeproject/Tektagon‑OpenEdition/issues/1



Development boards again…



…Rust?!



Rust has reached the (proprietary) industry



More firmware vendors



L4Re

We had a lengthy chat here. :‑)



Goodbye!

https://metaspora.org/embedded‑world‑experience.pdf

https://metaspora.org/embedded-world-experience.pdf


Thank you!
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